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Introduction
Hu Jintao’s 18th Party Congress Work Report spawned a thousand essays to interpret and
expound on the “maritime power” (haiyang qiangguo) concept. What did it mean to be a
maritime power? What were the standards for judging success and failure? What policies would
be needed to achieve these objectives? What were the biggest challenges, and how might they be
overcome? In this discussion, which continues to the present, one thing was clear: Becoming a
maritime power would require a comprehensive effort from multiple agencies, departments, and
services.
At that time, arguably the most important contributor to the success of the “maritime power”
endeavor was China’s maritime law enforcement (MLE) forces. They helped regulate the
maritime economy; they deterred and punished environmentally destructive economic behavior;
and they performed missions to “safeguard maritime rights and interests,” a function that came to
the foreground in the turbulent year of 2012.
Yet despite the vital part played by China’s constabulary forces, there were severe problems with
the country’s maritime law enforcement system. Each of the five departments responsible for
overseeing activities that in any way involved the sea funded its own maritime law enforcement
force. Therefore, China’s claimed 3 million square kilometers of jurisdictional waters, 32,000
kilometers of coastline, and 6,000 land features were administered by several different agencies.
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This led to waste, inefficiency, and disarray, a situation summed up by the phrase wulong
naohai—five dragons stirring up the sea.1
Soon after the 18th Party Congress, State Oceanic Administration (SOA) Director Liu Cigui
published an article in which he outlined his understanding of the new concept. To become a
maritime power, China would need to “establish maritime administration and maritime law
enforcement systems that are authoritative and highly efficient, have fairly concentrated
functions, and have uniform responsibilities; that can perform overall planning for both
internally oriented administrative law enforcement and externally oriented rights protection law
enforcement; and that can provide organizational support for efforts to build China into a
maritime power.”2 That is, the five dragon model would have to go.
Liu’s vision was not novel. People both inside and outside government had been calling for
maritime law enforcement reform for at least 10 years. It made eminent sense—although, given
the bureaucratic interests involved and the scale of the project, it would be both difficult to
initiate and difficult to implement. Despite the anticipated difficulties, however, it was only a
few months after the 18th Party Congress that Chinese policymakers took a major first step
towards building a new system. In March 2013, the National People’s Congress (NPC) passed
legislation to re-constitute SOA, empowering it to oversee an entirely new maritime law
enforcement entity, to be called the China Coast Guard Bureau (zhongguo haijingju).
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The NPC legislation did not set out to create the China Coast Guard out of whole cloth. Rather,
the new agency would be built by “integrating” (zhenghe) four of the five dragons: SOA’s own
China Marine Surveillance (CMS); the Department of Agriculture’s China Fisheries Law
Enforcement; the Ministry of Public Security’s Border Defense Coast Guard; and the Maritime
Anti-Smuggling Police of the General Administration of Customs. (As will be discussed later,
the Ministry of Transport, which manages two maritime law enforcement agencies, was not
integrated into the coast guard.)
Four months later, the State Council released an outline of the organizational structure and size
of the new SOA and its China Coast Guard Bureau, their respective responsibilities, and their
relationships with other government departments. On July 22, 2013, a new “China Coast Guard”
sign was installed at SOA headquarters in Beijing, officially inaugurating the new agency.3
Now that more than 18 months have elapsed since the China Coast Guard was created, it is
worthwhile to examine the results of the reform and to assess China’s progress towards building
an advanced maritime law enforcement system. Although the China Coast Guard was intended
to perform the full spectrum of maritime law enforcement activities, this study will particularly
focus on the “rights protection” function of the new China Coast Guard. Since the 1980s, the
PRC has used unarmed or lightly armed state vessels to uphold its maritime claims. The China
Coast Guard was clearly created, at least in large part, to improve the maritime law enforcement
system’s capacity to perform these externally oriented missions. This study will look for and
assess progress towards this end. It will focus on the internally oriented functions only when
doing so helps elucidate overall progress with the reform.
Maritime Law Enforcement Reform in Strategic Context
China’s effort to become a “maritime power” is an aspect of its grand strategy and a
comprehensive peacetime effort involving multiple departments and domains. It is a constituent
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part of China’s “peaceful rise,” a shorthand term for China’s overall national approach to
achieving both development and foreign policy objectives.4
In his 18th Party Congress Work Report, Hu Jintao identified four objectives of the maritime
power strategy: raise the country’s capacity to exploit marine resources, develop the maritime
economy, protect the marine environment, and safeguard maritime rights and interests. In
remarks delivered at a July 2013 Politburo study session, Xi Jinping reiterated these priorities.5
He also connected the maritime power objective with the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation—
i.e., the “China Dream”—signaling the earnestness with which China would pursue its maritime
transformation.
China’s maritime law enforcement forces play an important role in implementing the maritime
power strategy. They help ensure the orderly exploitation of marine resources (the first objective),
thereby contributing to sustainable expansion of the maritime economy (the second objective).
However, while effective maritime law enforcement is important for the maritime economy, its
contribution to the growth of that economy is not as direct or immediate as other factors. MLE
forces also protect the marine environment, which is the third objective in the maritime power
strategy. Yet it is clear from a close reading of Chinese texts and the inherent logic of the term
“maritime power” that environmental protection is a subsidiary objective.6 Above all, it is to the
fourth objective, “safeguard maritime rights and interests,” that the MLE forces most directly
contribute. A desire to improve the country’s capacity to meet this objective was what animated
the decision to create the China Coast Guard. In the words of the head of the SOA East China
Sea Bureau, Liu Kefu, rights protection is a “precondition” for becoming a maritime power.
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That is, China cannot do all the things it wants to do in its waters until it first has full control
over them.7
Officially, the term “maritime rights and interests” refers only to the rights to be enjoyed—and
the interests they engender—within the zones of jurisdiction and sovereignty extending from
Chinese territory.8 Where the extent and shape of these zones conflict with the zones set and
administered by other coastal states, Chinese rights/interests are threatened. China disputes
maritime boundaries with Japan in the East China Sea and with several other states in the South
China Sea. Chinese rights/interests are also imperiled by differing interpretations of the nature of
coastal state rights within jurisdictional waters. Chinese policymakers believe they have the
authority to regulate the activities of foreign naval vessels and military aircraft within China’s
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), a view opposed by the United States and many other states.
From Beijing’s perspective, when foreign surveillance vessels conduct operations in Chinese
jurisdictional waters, this is an infringement of Chinese rights and interests.9 In practice, many
Chinese sources, mass media especially, often include China’s territorial disputes (i.e., island
sovereignty) within the concept of “maritime rights and interests.” 10
Efforts to “safeguard maritime rights and interests” constitute elements of China’s approach to
managing its maritime disputes. Analysts disagree about the objectives of China’s approach to
sovereignty and jurisdictional disputes. Some, such as Dr. Taylor Fravel of MIT, believe that
China is implementing a delaying strategy, and its leaders seek only to “consolidate” China’s
current position and prevent other states from advancing their positions.11 Other analysts believe
that China’s behavior suggests a well-coordinated strategy to gradually expand its control over
disputed waters and territories. They assert that China is using “salami slicing” tactics or
7
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“tailored coercion” to achieve these objectives. 12 Still other scholars acknowledge growing
Chinese maritime activism but posit that China has no coherent strategic approach to sovereignty
disputes; instead, they believe, observed behavior is an outcome of growing power coupled with
“fragmented authority among agencies with vested interests in the maritime domain.”13
Regardless of how China’s objectives are conceived, analysts—both foreign and Chinese—
generally recognize that China’s approach involves diplomatic, military, and administrative
tools.14 The China Coast Guard sits at the core of the administrative part of this approach. Figure
1 shows where the China Coast Guard fits within this overall framework.
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Figure 1. The China Coast Guard’s Position in China’s Maritime Power Strategy

In authoritative texts, Chinese maritime law enforcement forces are regarded as China’s
“primary instrument of rights protection in peacetime.” 15 They perform four primary rights
protection missions:


They sail through and linger in disputed waters to bolster a claim of ownership.



They track, monitor, and sometimes obstruct foreign naval vessels operating in China’s
EEZ.



They ensure the security of Chinese state and private vessels operating in disputed waters.



They deny foreign use of Chinese-claimed waters.
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Inherent in all of these missions are the important tasks of maritime domain awareness and
intelligence collection, which indirectly support China’s rights protection efforts.16
Official and quasi-official Chinese texts identify “administrative control” (guankong) as the
desired end state of China’s rights protection activities. By this, they mean imposing the Chinese
legal order over disputed waters. The “12th Five Year Plan for Maritime Development,” for
instance, calls for China to improve its capacity to achieve administrative control over
jurisdictional waters.17 At the 2013 National Maritime Work Meeting, Xu Shaoshi, head of the
Ministry of Land and Resources, gave a speech in which he said that China needs to work hard
to become a maritime power—meaning, inter alia, “China’s right’s protection struggle needs to
be forceful and effective, and China must do more to strengthen its capacity to exercise
administrative control over the sea.”18 These types of remarks are very common now, and they,
coupled with the scale of investment in new rights protection capabilities (which will be
discussed below) suggest that China has bigger ambitions than simply maintaining the status quo.
This pursuit of administrative control fits into a larger stated goal of “strategic management of
the sea,” which appears to mean a comprehensive state effort to achieve maritime dominance of
its near seas in peacetime.19 As Sun Shuxian, deputy director of the China Coast Guard, writes,
“The ocean of our dreams is a secure and harmonious ocean. [In this vision], our maritime
disputes are properly resolved, and our maritime rights/interests are effectively protected. These
represent the strategic vision for strategic management of the sea and administrative control of
the sea.” 20
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The Five Dragon Era
Before assessing improvements in the capacity of the China Coast Guard to perform rights
protection missions, we must review the maritime law enforcement system that existed on the
eve of its creation. 21 By doing so, we can gain insights into the complexity of what China is
attempting, better understand the baseline effectiveness of the old system, and place the recent
material expansion of the China Coast Guard in context.
China Marine Surveillance (CMS)
CMS, the maritime law enforcement arm of SOA,22 identifies its founding as January 13, 1999,
the date that its national headquarters was set up in Beijing.

However, CMS as a law

enforcement entity can trace its roots to the early 1980s. Its original function was to implement
China’s Marine Environmental Protection Law, which went into effect on March 1, 1983. SOA’s
regional bureaus, located in Qingdao, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, dedicated a number of former
surveying ships to this purpose.23
Chinese policymakers conceived of this early version of CMS with foreign affairs in mind. From
its inception, CMS was charged to “safeguard maritime rights and interests.” Early rights
protection missions included compelling foreign oil rigs operating with domestic Chinese
partners in Chinese jurisdictional waters to curtail polluting discharge; monitoring undersea
cables that passed through Chinese jurisdictional waters; and, in May 1985, deploying two CMS
cutters to harass a Japanese surveying ship operating in China’s claimed jurisdictional waters in
the East China Sea.24
Thus, when the CMS headquarters was officially set up in early 1999, it inherited a very strong
external orientation. It operated on the basis of a small set of domestic laws, most of which
reflected Chinese interpretations of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
21
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(UNCLOS). Aside from the above-mentioned environmental protection law, these included the
Law of the People’s Republic of China on Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone (1992),
Provisions of the People's Republic of China on Administration of Foreign-related Marine
Scientific Research (1996), and the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Exclusive
Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf (1998).25
Before the CMS headquarters was founded in 1999, CMS was purely a national-level agency.
Then, in the early 2000s, it created an extensive bureaucracy that included both national and
local units. On the eve of the China Coast Guard reform, this organization had over 10,000
personnel. 26 Over the years, CMS played the most prominent role in China’s approach to
maritime sovereignty issues. As a result of this experience, CMS is at the core of the new China
Coast Guard.
The CMS in Practice: National-level Units
The CMS headquarters implemented national policies by operating through contingents (zongdui)
at each of the SOA’s three regional offices (Qingdao, Shanghai, and Guangzhou). Subordinate to
the zongdui were operational units called detachments (zhidui), which were located in coastal
provinces and directly administered the cities within the jurisdiction of each regional office.27 On
the eve of the reform, CMS operated 10 zhidui (see table 1). The 10th zhidui was set up in July
2010 in Haikou, Hainan.28 In January 2013, it was moved to Sansha City on Woody Island, as
part of an overall effort to expand presence in the South China Sea. 29
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Table 1. National-level CMS Units
Regional
contingent
(zongdui)
NORTH
(Qingdao)

EAST
(Shanghai)

Detachment
Location
(zhidui)
1st

Qingdao, Shandong

2nd

Tianjin

3rd

Dalian, Liaoning

4th

Ningbo, Zhejiang

th

Shanghai

th

Xiamen, Fuzhou

th

Guangzhou, Guangdong

th

8

Guangzhou, Guangdong

9th

Beihai, Guangxi

10th

Sansha, Woody
(Paracels)

5
6

SOUTH
(Guangzhou)

7

Island

To support these operating units, CMS also established three “rights protection” zhidui, one for
each regional contingent. These units operated no ships of their own; rather, they comprised
specially trained personnel charged with handling the linguistic, intelligence collection, and other
sensitive tasks associated with foreign encounters at sea.30 The rights protection zhidui were set
up in 2008.31
The national-level CMS units conducted operations in what is commonly referred to as the
“outer seas” (waihai), meaning the waters beyond China’s 12-nautical-mile territorial sea. Their
primary responsibility came to be called weiquan zhifa, meaning “rights protection law
enforcement,” or “law enforcement for the purposes of rights protection.”32 For these missions,
30
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they operated the CMS’s oceangoing cutters. Their activities naturally brought them into contact
with foreign mariners. In the early years of the organization, these encounters mostly took place
in undisputed Chinese waters. Moreover, presence at sea was “irregular” (i.e., periodic—bu
dingqi). The units would be dispatched, as opposed to being permanently on station at sea.
National-level CMS surface ships, tied up at pier, would receive orders to intercept, track,
monitor, and sometimes harass foreign survey and surveillance ships operating in China’s EEZ.
One of the earliest, if not the earliest, example of this took place in May 2001, with the CMS
tracking of USNS Bowditch.33
Eventually national-level ships began patrolling the sea on a regular basis. In 2006, at the
suggestion of the commander of the PLA Navy East Sea Fleet, CMS requested that the State
Council grant it permission to begin conducting “regular” (dingqi) rights protection patrols in the
East China Sea. Premier Wen Jiabao approved the plan in July 2006, and the first patrols took
place within weeks. 34 CMS gradually expanded these patrols to other areas, such that by the end
of 2008 it could claim regular rights protection patrol coverage of all of China’s claimed
jurisdictional waters. By the middle of 2012 CMS had nine ships at sea at any given time, six of
which were operating in the South China Sea.35
The geographic expansion of regular rights protection operations meant that CMS ships were
now regularly active in disputed waters in the East China Sea and the South China Sea. The
primary purpose of these patrols was very basic: presence—presence to demonstrate
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administration, presence to collect intelligence (or, to use the Chinese euphemism, “collect
evidence,” quzheng).36
CMS personnel were civil servants operating unarmed state vessels (gongwu chuan). They had
no police powers. Their patrols were largely a passive but visible way to indicate Chinese claims
of sovereignty.
This is not to say that national-level CMS forces did not act aggressively on occasion. While
unarmed, they did have water cannons, sirens, and floodlights with which to intimidate
noncompliant foreign seamen. Moreover, the CMS was sometimes willing to use its ships
themselves as instruments of coercion. CMS skippers would sometimes attempt to drive away
foreign ships conducting economic or state activities in Chinese-claimed waters. For example, in
March 2011, CMS 71 and CMS 75 tracked and impeded the surveying operations of an MV
Veritas Voyager operating near the Reed Bank.37 Then, in June 2012, two CMS ships, out on
regular rights protection patrol, raced to Scarborough Reef to confront the Philippine Navy
destroyer BRP Gregorio del Pilar ( a former USCG cutter).38
CMS ships have also supported Chinese State owned enterprises seeking to exploit resources in
disputed waters. For example, in June 2007 a flotilla of CMS ships defended at least one
Sinopec surveying vessel under assault from Vietnamese paramilitary vessels. 39 Being non-
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routine, these operations were often referred to as “special rights protection” operations
(zhuanxiang weiquan).40
Expanded CMS presence at sea was made possible by new ships entering the CMS inventory. In
1999, the State Council authorized a major shipbuilding plan, with ships to be delivered in two
phases. The Phase I plan, completed in 2005, resulted in six new large-displacement (> 1,000
metric tons) ships. The Phase II plan led to the construction of seven additional large
displacement cutters, completed in the 2010-2011 period.41 All were unarmed.
The national-level CMS units also received a material boost in the last quarter of 2012. As
discord over the Senkaku Islands escalated, the PLA Navy transferred 11 large-displacement
over-age naval vessels—mostly fleet auxiliaries—to the CMS, where they were distributed
among the three regions. While some of these ships needed major overhauls before they could
be put into service, several were immediately painted with CMS colors and sent to trouble
spots.42 At the end of 2012, national-level units operated close to three dozen cutters displacing
at least 1,000 tons, forming China’s far largest oceangoing MLE force.
Authoritative texts state that the Scarborough Reef and Senkaku Island conflicts “sounded the
bell” for the need to build up the fleet.43 In 2012, CMS signed the first of a series of contracts to
build a number of very-large-displacement (> 3,000 metric tons) ships, which the service had
long wanted. 44

None was delivered before the creation of the China Coast Guard.

In

anticipation of these new ships, national-level units began requesting bids on projects to expand
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URL:
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September 2014. URL:
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Phoenix Weekly (Fenghuang Zhoukan), 24 July 2012.
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are Trained” (Haijian Duiyuan Shi Zenyang Liancheng De), China Ocean News, 27 December 2013, p. 3.
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Survey (Zhongguo Chuanjian), Feb 2013.
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support infrastructure, especially wharfs. By the end of 2012, work was underway on 29 new
piers capable of accommodating the large-displacement ships.45
The regional contingents also commanded aviation units, one zhidui each. On the eve of the
reform, each zhidui operated no more than two fixed-wing aircraft (variants of the Y-12 twinengine turboprop). As part of the regular rights protection program, each region consistently
employed aircraft to monitor the maritime domain and establish administrative presence. Each
aviation detachment also operated one or two helicopters.46
Ultimate command over CMS ships and aircraft resided in Beijing, at the CMS Command
Center.47 This provided a degree of central control over actions at sea, essential given that CMS
cutters were often performing enforcement operations that had the potential for foreign policy
repercussions.48 The command center helped coordinate routine rights protection deployments,
balancing resources and requirements, while approving deployment plans submitted by
commanders at regional contingents. This allowed for better coordination of national policy,
especially since deployments often crossed regions. Many CMS ships had satellite
communications systems, enabling Chinese leaders to have a high degree of control over ships at
sea. During the Scarborough Reef standoff, for instance, SOA Director Liu Cigui communicated
directly with local commanders via video teleconferencing equipment.49
The cream of the CMS personnel were civil servants, many former military. In its final years
CMS received an infusion of young, college-educated personnel, recruited for their fluency in
foreign languages, knowledge of engineering and the physical sciences, and awareness of
international law. However, CMS also claimed to be a paramilitary organization, meaning that it
45

“2012 CMS in Numbers” (2012 Shuzi Haijian), China Ocean News, 25 January 2013, p. 3.
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2012, p. 4.
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shared some of the features of military services. It was a uniformed service, with personnel
receiving some military training. Moreover, national-level cutters, although bereft of deck guns,
did keep a number of assault rifles on board.50
The CMS in Practice: Provincial-level Units
Following the founding of CMS headquarters in 1999, each province and directly administered
city was expected to set up a CMS contingent of its own. These organizations did not take shape
overnight. As late as 2003, Shanghai, Zhejiang, and Liaoning had not yet created CMS
contingents. 51

Coastal cities and counties also were asked to set up lower-level CMS

organizations.
The provincial-, municipal-, and county-level CMS units were collectively referred to as local
(difang) CMS forces. Their personnel carried the same credentials and wore the same uniforms
as those in national-level units, but they were part of a largely autonomous system. The
provinces had the most direct relationship with the central government bureaucracies. Provinciallevel CMS contingents resided within the oceans management departments of each province.
These departments were subject to the “guidance” (zhidao) of SOA.52 However, this relationship
was tenuous. The provincial People’s Congresses had the power to formulate local ocean policy
and pass related laws and regulations, which local-level CMS units would be expected to enforce.
The municipal and county CMS units also answered to the local-level administrative departments
to which they belonged.
Local-level CMS units generally patrolled the inner seas (neihai). Whereas rights protection was
the most important mission of the national-level units, local-level CMS units focused on
domestic matters. Their primary responsibility was to enforce local laws legislated to manage use
of the sea—i.e., performing administrative law enforcement (xinzheng zhifa). Areas of concern

50

See Travelling Around China.
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Ryan Martinson, “Power to the Provinces: The Devolution of China’s Maritime Rights Protection,” China Brief
14, issue 17, 10 September 2014.
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Wang Gang and Liu Han,“A Discussion of Basic Issues Related to Marine Policy” (Haiyang Zhengce Jiben Wenti
Tantao), Journal of China Ocean University (Social Sciences Edition) (Zhongguo Haiyang Daxue Xuebao (Shehui
Kexue Ban)), January 2012, p. 19.
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for local units were preventing and punishing illegal land-reclamation projects, dumping of
unwanted materials into the ocean, and mining of sea sand.53
Since local CMS units were considered extensions of government administrative organizations,
they lacked the independence to perform their law enforcement duties. Chinese commentators
frequently lamented the inability of CMS personnel to enforce laws that conflicted with the
interests and prerogatives of local officials, who paid their bills. To quote one vivid
characterization, local-level CMS personnel were often required to “wipe the behinds” of local
government officials who felt they were not subject to local law enforcement entities. 54
In general, local CMS units had little interaction with the national-level CMS bureaucracy.
However, local CMS units did sometimes operate in conjunction with national-level units on
important national-level initiatives. In 2009, CMS launched what has become an annual event,
the “Blue Ocean” (Bihai) mission, which brings together national and local units to crack down
on environmentally destructive practices such as illegal mining of sea sand. Local and national
units also began cooperating to check illegal coastal land reclamation activities as part of the
annual “Sea Shield” (Haidun) mission. Despite these efforts, however, coordination between the
local- and national-level bureaucracies was always regarded as needing improvement.55
Given their responsibilities along and near the coast, the local-level units operated small craft,
mostly motor boats with some small-displacement steel-hulled ships. Some provincial-level
CMS units gradually acquired larger, oceangoing cutters. SOA leaders, almost certainly with the
permission of national decision-makers, eventually decided to deploy the larger local-level
cutters in rights protection law enforcement operations. Fujian forces, responding to orders from
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the national CMS headquarters, began patrolling the EEZ in April 2009.56 Hainan set up a CMS
zhidui on Woody Island in May 2011, better positioning it to participate in rights protection
operations.57 In the South China Sea, forces operated by Guangdong and Guangxi also perform
major rights protection missions.
In recent years, provincial-level cutters have played increasingly important roles in rights
protection operations. 58 Central government support for local participation in maritime rights
protection was powerfully endorsed by a 2010 decision to aid local CMS units (provincial and
even municipal) to purchase a total of 36 large-displacement cutters (ranging from 600 to 1,500
metric tons). While these ships would surely perform a range of missions, they were identified as
“rights protection” cutters, indicating that their core mission was externally oriented patrols in
the outer seas. The first of these ships, the 1,000-metric-ton CMS 2008, entered service with the
Fujian province’s CMS contingent in March 2013.59
China Fisheries Law Enforcement
China’s national and local fisheries law enforcement organizations—collectively called China
Fisheries Law Enforcement (zhongguo yuzheng)—made up the second major MLE entity to be
integrated into the China Coast Guard. Before the merger, central government units were
managed by the Ministry of Agriculture, specifically its Bureau of Fisheries Administration
(yuyeju). The Bureau of Fisheries Administration operated through three regional organizations,
one each in Yantai, Shandong; Shanghai; and Guangzhou, Guangdong.
These organizations performed many functions, including collecting and analyzing data,
providing resources and guidance to fishermen and other government entities, and performing
fisheries law enforcement. Fisheries law enforcement was conducted by a regional fisheries
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patrol contingent (zongdui) housed under each regional Bureau of Fisheries Administration
organization. Like CMS, these national-level units had chief responsibility for operating in the
outer seas.
Provinces, cities, and counties with access to the sea also operated their own local (difang)
fisheries law enforcement bureaus. The 1986 Fisheries Law of the PRC gave local governments
a lot of responsibility for overseeing fisheries management.60 At the provincial level, fisheries
administration bureaus resided within provincial maritime administration departments, often the
same departments that also oversaw provincial-level CMS units. Given the nature of their
responsibilities, they spent most of their time on or near the coast, seldom leaving the inner
seas.61
The Ministry of Agriculture operated the Fisheries Law Enforcement Command (FLEC—
yuzheng zhihui zhongxin), located in Beijing.62 It was set up in May 2000 to coordinate bluewater operations, which had become increasingly important after UNCLOS went into effect and
China assumed responsibility for managing vast new areas of maritime space.63 Since many of
these waters were disputed, safeguarding maritime rights and interests was clearly an important
consideration in creating FLEC.64 Blue-water fisheries operations for rights protection purposes
were known as huyu weiquan (literally, “protecting fisheries rights protection”), the analog of the
weiquan zhifa done by CMS cutters.
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Huyu weiquan involved both protecting Chinese fishermen and harassing foreign fishermen
seeking to operate in disputed waters.

Fisheries Law Enforcement ships also conducted

symbolic patrols in disputed areas. In September 2010, for example, the 1,000-metric-ton
YZ 202 patrolled the Senkakus to express China’s dissatisfaction with Japan’s detention of the
Chinese fishing vessel Minyinyu 5179. 65 At least one Fisheries Law Enforcement cutter was
involved in the harassment of USNS Impeccable in 2009, an operation purportedly directed by
the then-head of the South China Sea Bureau of Fisheries Law Enforcement, Wu Zheng.66
Over time, blue-water fisheries law enforcement patrols became more systematic. FLEC planned
annual fisheries deployments in China’s EEZ.67 This made Fisheries Law Enforcement the only
maritime law enforcement entity aside from CMS that regularly patrolled beyond the country’s
territorial sea. FLEC operated through the regional Fisheries Law Enforcement bureaus, relying
heavily on their ships for the blue-water patrols. But there were never enough national-level
fisheries administration cutters for the tasking. To remedy this shortfall, FLEC was given the
right to, if necessary, enlist “qualified” (fuhe tiaojian) provincial-level ships to support the EEZ
patrol system.68
The annual EEZ patrols failed to curb one of the most nettlesome problems faced by the service:
foreign harassment of Chinese fishermen operating in the more remote sections of China’s
claims. To improve its capacity to protect Chinese fishermen and their property, Fisheries Law
Enforcement took a two-pronged approach. First, in 2006, the Ministry of Agriculture initiated a
program to equip Chinese fishing vessels with satellite navigation and communications hardware.
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These systems enabled Fisheries Law Enforcement forces to respond to distress calls more
quickly and to collect information on the disposition of foreign vessels.69
As this program unfolded, China Fisheries Law Enforcement also began implementing a convoy
system for fishing fleets operating in the more perilous sections of the South China Sea.70 This
began in 2010. Since national-level units lacked ships, this effort also came to rely heavily on
provincial-level fisheries administration forces.71
Provincial-level fisheries law and law enforcement is particularly important in the case of Hainan,
which has jurisdiction over all of the land features of the South China Sea and all of the waters
within the nine-dash line. Thus, when the Hainan People’s Congress promulgated measures for
administering these waters in late 2013, foreign analysts debated the potential implications for
China’s dispute policy. 72 Few, however, noted that Hainan then only operated a single true
oceangoing Fisheries Law Enforcement cutter, the 576-metric-ton YZ 46012.
Whether national or local, Fisheries Law Enforcement personnel were uniformed civil servants
empowered to impose civil penalties—fines and confiscation. They were not policemen with the
power to arrest and charge with crimes. However, unlike those of CMS forces, many Fisheries
Law Enforcement ships were equipped with deck-mounted weapons (large-caliber machine
guns). Of course, Fisheries Law Enforcement vessels themselves, aggressively operated, could
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be used to threaten foreign mariners, and they were sometimes used to drive away foreign
fishermen operating in Chinese-claimed waters, especially in the Paracel chain.73
Despite their many pressing missions, the national-level Fisheries Law Enforcement units
procured very few new ships in the years leading up to the reform. One noteworthy addition was
YZ 310, a very advanced, large-displacement (2,500 metric tons) ship delivered in 2010.
Although based in Guangzhou, this ship has performed rights protection operations as far north
as the Senkaku Islands and as far south as James Shoal in the South China Sea. It appeared at
Scarborough Reef in April 2012, during the standoff with the Philippines.74 It was also involved
in a tense confrontation with Indonesian Coast Guard vessels, in which it may have used
jamming equipment to intimidate its victims.75
While national-level Fisheries Law Enforcement units built few new ships in the decade prior to
being integrated into the China Coast Guard, they did receive several transfers from the PLA
Navy. For example, the 4,000-metric-ton YZ 311, a former PLA Navy submarine rescue ship,
joined the South China Sea contingent in March 2009. It was involved in the June 2011
molestation of Viking II, a Norwegian surveying vessel operating on behalf of the Viet Nam
National Oil and Gas Group.76 YZ 88, a 15,000-metric-ton former PLA Navy supply ship, was
transferred to the South China Sea contingent in 2009.77 The 5,800-metric-ton YZ 206, a former
PLA Navy surveillance vessel, joined the East China Sea contingent in December 2012. 78
Fisheries Law Enforcement operated no aviation units.
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While the national and local units of the Fisheries Law Enforcement possessed far fewer
oceangoing ships than did CMS, the former was a much larger agency. In 2007, Fisheries Law
Enforcement, including both local and national units, comprised 33,000 law enforcement
personnel.79 An April 2012 Legal Daily article also puts the total force at 33,000 officers, of
which 17,000 were involved in maritime fisheries management. 80 These figures convey the
reality that while Fisheries Law Enforcement was a major participant in China’s rights protection
operations, rights protection was just one of many, many functions performed by this important
agency.81
Border Defense Coast Guard
The third dragon comprised the maritime units of China’s Border Defense Force (bianfang
budui), a specialized branch of the People’s Armed Police (PAP—renmin wuzhuang jingcha).82
They were called the bianfang haijing, or Border Defense Coast Guard, and now are frequently
referred to as the “old Coast Guard” to distinguish them from the new service set up in 2013.83
As units within the PAP, the Border Defense Coast Guard were considered a military force,
albeit separate from the People’s Liberation Army. Border Defense Coast Guard personnel had
military ranks. They were called soldiers (guanbing), or active-duty military (xianyi), and wore
military uniforms. However, they also had functions and attributes similar to those of a police
force. Thus, it is useful to see them as “paramilitary police.”84
The primary mission of the old China Coast Guard was public security (zhi’an). Their primary
concerns were drug smuggling, terrorism, theft, illegal border crossing, and civil disputes that
79
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turned violent. Unlike CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement personnel, Border Defense Coast
Guard officers had powers to investigate, detain, and arrest suspected criminals. The policing
and administrative powers of the Border Defense Coast Guard were spelled out in the January
2004 Ministry of Public Security Circular Regarding Issues Relating to Coast Guard Law
Enforcement.85
The Border Defense Coast Guard was part of a true vertically oriented (chuizhi guanli)
organizational structure—that is, a chain of command. A Border Defense Force contingent was
stationed in each province, below which were detachments (zhidui) and even smaller groups
(dadui). At least one Border Defense Coast Guard zhidui was stationed in each coastal province
or directly administered city. Table 2 shows all of the old Coast Guard zhidui at the time of the
reform.

Table 2. Border Defense Coast Guard Units

85

Border Defense Force
contingent (zongdui)

Border Defense Coast Guard
detachments (zhidui)

Liaoning

1st (Dalian), 2nd (Dandong)

Hebei

1st (Qinhuangdao)

Tianjin

1st (Tianjin)

Shandong

1st (Weihai), 2nd (Qingdao)

Jiangsu

1st (Taicang), 2nd (Haimen)

Shanghai

1st & 2nd (Shanghai)

Zhejiang

1st (Taizhou), 2nd (Ningbo), 3rd
(Wenzhou)

Fujian

1st (Fuzhou), 2nd (Quanzhou), 3rd
(Xiamen)

Guangdong

1st (Guangzhou), 2nd (Shantou),
3rd (Zhanjiang)

Hainan

1st (Haikou), 2nd (Sanya), 3rd
(Wenchang)

Guangxi

1st
(Beihai),
2nd
rd
(Fangchenggang), 3 (Qinzhou)

A copy of this document can be found here: http://www.scxsls.com/a/20110701/33105.html.
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In theory, the Border Defense Coast Guard had a mandate to enforce criminal law in all of
China’s jurisdictional waters, including, of course, large expanses disputed by other states.86 In
practice, however, Border Defense Coast Guard units seldom patrolled the outer seas.87 This
meant that they played only a small role in supporting China’s position in its maritime disputes.
There were some exceptions, however. Border Defense Coast Guard units based in Hainan were
active in the Spratly chain, which meant that they supported Fisheries Law Enforcement efforts
to prevent Vietnamese fishermen and other vessels from plying these waters. More dramatically,
in May 2006 Border Defense Coast Guard forces performed escort duty for Sinopec ships
operating in waters south of the islands, during which they purportedly drove away Vietnamese
vessels seeking to obstruct operations. 88
The Border Defense Coast Guard operated many small craft, useful only in and around harbors
and along the coast. However, in the years leading up to the integration, the service did
experience a quiet buildup. It received delivery of over 20 Type 618B patrol ships. At 600
metric tons, these ships are capable of operating in blue water for short spells, but they were less
suited for the type of extended presence needed in China’s more distant maritime frontiers.
These ships were equipped with deck guns. The “old Coast Guard” also owned three largerdisplacement ships, including HJ 1001, which at 1,500 metric tons is a true blue-water patrol
ship. In 2005, two units—one in Guangdong and one in Hainan—each received a
decommissioned PLA Navy destroyer. The service operated no aviation units.
The Border Defense Coast Guard functioned on the basis of both national and local laws and
regulations. Its officers derived police powers from the Criminal Law of the PRC and the PRC
Law on Public Security Management and Punishment.89 Coastal provinces also had the power to
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pass laws that directly impacted the missions of the Border Defense Coast Guard. These laws
often had little impact on China’s external relations.
Again, the province of Hainan, with its jurisdiction over vast sections of the South China Sea, is
a noteworthy exception. In November 2012, the Standing Committee of the Hainan People’s
Congress made updates to the “Regulations for the Management of Coastal Border Security and
Public Order in Hainan Province.” While the bulk of its text addresses less controversial crimes,
the revised law also included new language directed at foreign vessels operating in Chineseclaimed waters. 90 To date, the law appears not to have led to an uptick in law enforcement
directed at foreign mariners.91
Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police
The Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police, as the fourth dragon was known, was chiefly tasked with
enforcing customs regulations. It comprised the maritime units (chu) of the Anti-Smuggling
Police (jisi jingcha), itself a part of the General Administration of Customs (GAC).92 Officers
derived authority from the PRC Customs Law, the revised version of which was promulgated in
July 2000.93
Like the Border Defense Coast Guard, the Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police had legitimate police
powers. Officers were empowered to investigate (zhencha), detain (juliu), and arrest (daibu)
those accused of violating the criminal code. They also enforced administrative law. 94
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Given the scope of their work, the Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police operated mostly on or near
the shore, concentrating in major trading hubs. For these purposes, they operated over 200 small
craft, motor boats, and small ships, some of which were equipped with deck guns. 95 While they
served very important sovereign functions, they did not operate beyond the inner seas and thus
do not figure prominently in this study.
The Untamed Dragons
The March 2013 legislation called for the integration of just four of China’s maritime law
enforcement agencies. The Ministry of Transport, which manages two major maritime law
enforcement agencies, remained untouched. However, because its two agencies play important
roles in China’s efforts to manage the sea, it is worth examining their basic functions and
organizational contours.
The first is the Maritime Safety Administration (MSA—haishi ju). Its missions primarily
comprise marine safety, including search and rescue, and environmental protection (ship
discharge, in particular). MSA comprises both national and local units. National-level units have
jurisdiction over the maritime domain, while the local-level units are restricted to rivers, lakes,
and reservoirs. MSA ships, among China’s biggest and most advanced, played a prominent role
in Chinese operations to locate the wreckage of Malaysian Airlines flight MH370 in early
2014.96
MSA is the “smiling face” of Chinese maritime law enforcement, frequently serving as an
instrument of friendly maritime diplomacy with other states. However, it does play a small but
noteworthy role in protecting China’s maritime rights and interests. In 2005, for example, China
deployed MSA ships to the East China Sea at the height of a minor crisis with Japan.97 HX 31
and HX 01, which weigh 3,000 and 5,400 metric tons, respectively, regularly patrol out to the
Chunxiao Oil Fields in the East China Sea. In 2013, a flotilla of MSA ships conducted a
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sovereignty patrol through the South China Sea.98 More recently, at least one MSA ship was on
the scene protecting HYSY 981. With its several large-displacement ships, MSA is in a position
to contribute much more to the rights protection mission, and, if advocates have their way, may
do so in the future.99
The Ministry of Transport also directly manages three regional organizations with specific
responsibility for search and rescue operations: the North Sea Rescue Bureau (beihai jiuzhu
ju),100 the East Sea Rescue Bureau (donghai jiuzhu ju), 101 and the South Sea Rescue Bureau
(nanhai jiuzhu ju). 102 These agencies station ships at multiple ports within their respective
regions. They were all created in 2003.
Regional rescue agencies operate some of China’s largest maritime law enforcement vessels.
They include, for instance, the 4,600-metric-ton Beihaijiu 101, the 3,500-metric-ton Beihajiu 116,
the 4,700-metric-ton Donghaijiu 101, the 4,900-metric-ton Donghaijiu 116, the 4,000-metric-ton
Nanhaijiu 101, the 3,500-metric-ton Nanhaijiu 115, and the 3,500-metric-ton Nanhaijiu 111.
Rescue agency ships also played prominent roles in operations to search for the wreckage of
Malaysian flight MH370.103 While maritime rights protection is not their priority, several rescue
agency ships were also called upon to participate in the defense of HYSY 981.
The fact that the Chinese government elected not to integrate the Ministry of Transport agencies
into the China Coast Guard could reflect a desire not to taint these more cosmopolitan agencies
by including them in a system that was clearly created in order to get tougher with neighbors.
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Also, more likely, the government felt that adding two more agencies to the original four might
make an already difficult integration problem insuperable.
Calls for Reform
Clearly, Chinese maritime law enforcement had severe systemic problems: Relatively stovepiped bureaucratic entities operated with overlapping missions and operating authorities. Six
agencies housed in five different ministries managed the sea, enforcing different sets of laws.
Some law enforcement personnel were civil servants, some were policemen, and some were
active-duty military. All agencies vigorously pursued material and personnel expansion without
taking into consideration the big picture, causing “duplicative construction” (chongfu jianshe).
Responsibilities sometimes overlapped. Both the Border Defense Coast Guard and the Maritime
Anti-Smuggling Police were charged with combating smuggling. Both CMS and MSA were
responsible for environmental protection. Yet there was little communication between these
agencies. Conversely, given the fragmentation of the service, sometimes law enforcement
officers were compelled—or they preferred—to turn a blind eye to violations outside of their
respective jurisdictions. These problems were especially acute in the inner seas, where all five
dragons operated. But in the outer seas, where rights protection took place, CMS and the
Fisheries Law Enforcement also could have done a much better job coordinating their operations
and synergizing their efforts. On top of these problems, individual agencies suffered from a
divide between national- and local-level organizations, a perennial challenge in Chinese
governance.
Chinese commentators recognized and lamented these problems well before the 2013 reform.
Many calls for change were general: analysts often concluded that China needed a unified
maritime law enforcement agency but did not specify how the reform would be conducted.
Others, however, made their views very clear—in effect, lobbying for a specific existing agency
to serve as the vessel for a reformed coast guard.
bureaucratic maneuvering.
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These public efforts likely reflected

In February 2005, for example, Xu Kuanyou, a Border Defense Coast Guard officer, advocated
for his service to serve as the basis for a unified maritime law enforcement service. 104 The
Border Defense Coast Guard, Xu opined, had a national chain of command and thus was largely
immune from the local government intervention so common in CMS. Moreover, a militarized
coast guard that operated ships with deck guns would add some deterrent power to China’s rights
protection operations without causing regional alarm, as would happen if the PLA Navy were
deployed. Writing a year later, Bai Junfeng, a Border Defense Coast Guard officer, called for
combining his service with CMS and placing the new organization under the control of the
Ministry of Public Safety.105
Officers from the MSA also made their pitch in public fora. In June 2005, Qu Xianqin, an MSA
officer based in Zhanjiang, Guangdong, outlined the many problems of the existing system
before concluding that unifying all the dragons under the MSA would be the best solution. Using
a metaphor that would become very popular, Qu likened the impotence of China’s maritime law
enforcement agencies to a hand with fingers that could not form a fist. 106
In their examination of China’s plight, Chinese analysts often sought inspiration from other coast
guards. These usually included the United States Coast Guard (USCG), the Japan Coast Guard,
and the Korea Coast Guard. Some of these forces, such as the USCG, had undergone major
bureaucratic reforms. How did they do it? Foreign states, when they set up their coast guards,
had to decide whether to make them more like military organizations, more like police
organizations, or more like administrative organizations. Which was better?107
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Public discussions on the shortcomings of Chinese maritime law enforcement reflected the
concerns of policymakers. The Chinese government took steps to try to rectify many of these
problems. In September 2004 the State Council promulgated the Circular on How to Strengthen
Maritime Management Work. This document highlighted two issues—the failings of local
maritime law enforcement agencies to prevent environmentally destructive economic activities,
and the generally unsatisfactory coordination between China’s different maritime law
enforcement agencies—and called for unspecified efforts to remedy both.108
Moreover, China took tentative steps to bring the MLEs together. In the 1980s there was at least
one aborted effort.109 Then, in 2005, China initiated a pilot program to unify operations in the
Gulf of Tonkin. This plan attracted the attention of the country’s highest leaders. Premier Wen
Jiabao stressed the importance of this pilot program by stating, “Failure is permitted, but you
must at least try.”110 It is unclear whether this initiative succeeded locally, what is certain is that
it did not open the door for broader efforts.
While there were no concrete efforts to integrate maritime law enforcement agencies at the
national level, China’s local governments did take steps in that direction.111 As mentioned above,
most provinces operated a single maritime administration department, which oversaw provinciallevel CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement. At the municipal and county levels, CMS and
Fisheries Law Enforcement forces were often blended, with everybody contributing to the full
range of missions. Indeed, in the course of his career, a local-level maritime law enforcement
officer might command both Fisheries Law Enforcement and CMS forces.112
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Despite the general recognition that China needed to rectify what Lyle Goldstein called the
“balkanized” state of its MLE agencies, everybody knew it would be a tremendously difficult
reform.113 It would require bringing together soldiers, policemen, and civil servants. It would
involve powerful national bureaucracies. A major reform would create losers, and the losers
would surely resist.
Cutting the Gordian Knot
In March 2013, China passed legislation to reconstitute SOA and give it custody over a new,
“integrated” maritime law enforcement agency: the China Coast Guard. Coming only months
after the 18th Party Congress, it is natural to assume that this decision was a direct outcome of a
new high-level commitment to the sea. Many Chinese commentators certainly interpreted it as
such.114
Perhaps, however, the creation of the China Coast Guard is best seen as a culmination of forces
that had been growing for some time and a confluence of secular trends that led right to the 18th
Party Congress itself. These trends include expanding reliance on the sea as a medium of
international trade, a source of food and energy, and a motor for economic development;
worsening relations with other disputants, coupled with perceptions that outside powers were
using these disagreements to obstruct China’s rise; and growing recognition that existing policies
were not curbing environmental degradation along and near the coast.
The events of 2012 likely served as the ultimate precipitants of the 18th Party Congress decision.
2012 was both a year of triumph and a year of vulnerability. The Scarborough Reef Incident and
the Diaoyu/Senkaku tensions highlighted the gains to be won by adroit use of maritime law
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enforcement forces. But they also created the need to protect these new footholds.115 Doing so
would require a bigger, more capable force.
Legislating Reform
On March 10, 2013, the National People’s Congress (NPC) passed the Program for Reforming
and Transferring Functions of Organizations within the State Council.

Provision 5 in the

“Reform” section, states the following:116
In order to promote unified maritime law enforcement and raise law enforcement
effectiveness, [we hereby] integrate the forces and responsibilities of the State
Oceanic Administration and its China Marine Surveillance, the Ministry of Public
Security’s Border Defense Coast Guard, the Ministry of Agriculture’s China Fisheries
Law Enforcement, and the General Administration of Customs’ Maritime AntiSmuggling Police, and reconstitute the State Oceanic Administration (SOA), to be
managed by the Ministry of Land and Resources. SOA’s chief responsibility will be
to draft a maritime development plan, implement maritime law enforcement for [the
purposes of] rights protection, oversee and manage use of the sea, and protect the
environment.

SOA will perform law enforcement for [the purposes of] rights

protection under the name China Coast Guard Bureau. It will accept operational
guidance from the Ministry of Public Security.117
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This brief statement did not reveal much. But it, along with an official question-and-answer
session on March 11, did allow for some insights.118 The China Coast Guard Bureau (zhongguo
haijing ju) was to be created as part of an effort to completely reform SOA. The document used
the word “integrate” (zhenghe) rather than “unify” (tongyi). This was not to be an organizational
unification of the different government agencies. It was to be something less: the integration of
just those “forces” (or “ranks,” duiwu) that performed maritime law enforcement functions.119 At
the March 11 press conference, this point was clarified to mean “force integration” (duiwu
zhenghe), distinct from “organizational integration” (jigou zhenghe) and “functional integration”
(zhineng zhenghe), suggesting that all the organizations involved would not simply be brought
together to form a completely new, completely separate organization. In addition, the reform
notably did not include the maritime law enforcement forces under the Ministry of Transport.
SOA was, of course, a big winner in this reform. It would take custody of the forces of three
other dragons. However, on March 18, the government named Meng Hongwei, vice minister of
the Ministry of Public Security, as director of the China Coast Guard Bureau.120 Moreover, Meng
had a higher rank than SOA Director Liu Cigui, who would serve as the Party secretary of the
China Coast Guard Bureau. Clearly, with Meng Hongwei in such a key position and given its
“guidance” function, the Ministry of Public Security would have a major say in future
developments.
The “Three Decisions Plan”
In July 2013, the State Council released a redacted version of the plan outlining the structure,
functions, and size of the reconstituted SOA. 121 This document, commonly referred to as the
“Three Decisions Plan” (sanding fangan), made clear that the China Coast Guard and the State
Oceanic Administration were to be tightly intertwined.
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The China Coast Guard would be one of 11 departments (si) within SOA. It would comprise a
Coast Guard headquarters (silingbu) and a Coast Guard command center (zhihui zhongxin).
Other SOA departments, such as the personnel department and the equipment/armaments
department, would handle these matters for the China Coast Guard. SOA, working through the
China Coast Guard department, would oversee “unified planning, unified construction, and
unified command over the China Coast Guard forces; regularize law enforcement behavior,
streamline law enforcement processes, raise the capacity to perform maritime rights protection
law enforcement, and safeguard the maritime order and maritime rights and interests.” The
China Coast Guard would perform maritime rights protection missions on behalf of SOA.
The Three Decisions Plan provides some detail about the specific functions of the China Coast
Guard department. It would have responsibility for coordinating the full range of law
enforcement activities, which had previously been the work of the different agencies. In
particular, it would be charged with setting up and overseeing the national rights protection
system, including determining deployment patterns and training schedules.
The China Coast Guard would maintain close relationships with the other departments that have
responsibilities in the maritime domain.

The Ministry of Agriculture, for instance, would

formulate fisheries policy, while the China Coast Guard would perform the actual fisheries law
enforcement. Interestingly, the section on the relationship between the China Coast Guard and
the Ministry of Public Security was heavily redacted (leaving just two sentences). It says only
that when the China Coast Guard performed maritime rights protection law enforcement, it
would be under the operational guidance of the Ministry of Public Security.
The structure of the China Coast Guard would be very similar to that of CMS. It would comprise
three regional branches (fenju)—north, east, and south—which would be responsible for
maritime law enforcement in their respective areas.

Regional branches would oversee

contingents (zongdui) located in each province or directly administered city within its
jurisdiction (11 total). Beneath these would be detachments (zhidui). Together, these branches,
contingents and detachments would constitute the national-level China Coast Guard system in a
vertical management system.
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Of note, the new China Coast Guard would not take full control over the provincial-level
maritime law enforcement organizations. They would continue to exist; however, SOA would
“guide and coordinate” the maritime law enforcement activities of local agencies.
The Three Decisions Plan left many questions unanswered. For example, what legal status
would China Coast Guard forces have? Would the force be a military, police, or civil service?
What would be the precise relationships between different command and operational units? The
Three Decisions Plan was not a blueprint for how to achieve the integration. It simply outlined
the desired end state.
Current Status of the Reform
The new China Coast Guard Bureau was officially established on July 22, 2013. With great
alacrity, many Chinese maritime law enforcement units repainted their ships with new China
Coast Guard colors and pennant numbers. New life jackets were issued.122 Looking beyond these
superficial indicators of change, how might we assess its progress towards the ideals of its
inception? There are many variables that might be examined in order to evaluate advances in the
reform. This section will focus on the three questions that have the most direct bearing on rights
protection capabilities.
1. How far has SOA progressed towards the force structure outlined in the Three
Decisions Plan?
SOA achieved very little progress during the half year following the creation of the China Coast
Guard. In his report at the January 2014 National Maritime Work Meeting, then SOA director
Liu Cigui could only claim that SOA had inventoried all of the personnel and assets of the four
dragons that would fall under its control in preparation to transfer them to SOA.123 As late as
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February 2014, news reports suggested that SOA had not yet begun to erect the new
organizational structure.124
However, over the course of 2014 the agency did take a number of noteworthy steps towards the
goals outlined in the Three Decisions Plan. In the first half of the year, the Beijing-based China
Coast Guard department came together. Senior positions were filled, and new leaders began
working to achieve the objectives of the reform. Table 3 shows current China Coast Guard
Bureau leadership.
Table 3. China Coast Guard Bureau Senior Leadership
Position

Name

Biographical Notes

Director

Meng Hongwei (孟宏伟)

Vice minister (concurrent), Ministry of Public
Security, administrative rank = minister level

Political commissar

Liu Cigui (刘赐贵)

Head of SOA, administrative rank = vice minister
level. Promoted to governor of Hainan province in
January 2015.

Deputy director

Yang Juan (杨隽)125

Major general, PAP, former dean of the PAP
Academy

Deputy director

Sun Shuxian (孙书贤)126

Former deputy commander of CMS

Director,
Political
Department

Fang Jianmeng ( 房 建
孟)127

Also head of SOA Personnel Department;
longtime SOA employee

Director,
Logistics
Department

Wang Qiuyu(王秋彧)128

Major general, PAP, Firefighting Force (xiaofang
budui)

Director, Command
Department

Wang Hongguang ( 王 洪
光)129

Major general, PAP, Border Defense Force
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Senior leadership selections reveal that the new China Coast Guard is dominated by former
Border Defense Coast Guard and CMS personnel. Meng Hongwei, of course, is in charge and is
the most senior person in SOA. 130 Moreover, former PAP officers dominate the operational side
of the bureaucracy. This arrangement suggests a compromise, power-sharing arrangement.
Lower-level departments (chu) within the China Coast Guard were also set up. These include
the following: General Office, Legal Office, Deployment and Command Office, Rights
Protection Patrol Office, Security Department, Criminal Investigation Office, Anti-Smuggling
Office, Fisheries Law Enforcement Office, Fisheries Investigation Office, Resources and
Environment Office, Maritime Zone Law Enforcement Office, Island Law Enforcement Office,
Training and Inspection Office, Intelligence Office, Communications Office, and Administrative
Office. 131
About midway through 2014, the China Coast Guard established embryonic regional branches,
called “preparatory groups” (choubei zu).132 These organizations work under the direction and
guidance of China Coast Guard leaders based in Beijing and senior personnel at SOA regional
branches, which are located in the same cities, often in the same buildings.133
Sometime in the early fall of 2014, probably September, preparatory groups for zongdui based in
the 11 coastal provinces/directly administered cities were also stood up. 134 Former Border
Defense Coast Guard forces form their core. But China Coast Guard recruitment materials
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released in November 2014 suggest that these zongdui also include units from other agencies,
including former Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police and Fisheries Law Enforcement units.135
In sum, 2014 saw noteworthy progress towards the nominal creation of the organization outlined
in the Three Decisions Plan. Senior leadership positions have been filled and national-level
departments have been created. However, the fact that the national-level branches and
contingents are still identified as “preparatory groups” suggests that they are not fully functional.
2. How much personnel integration has taken place within units and departments?
The China Coast Guard department in Beijing appears to be at least partially integrated. As
shown above, senior positions are dominated by former CMS and PAP personnel. Presumably,
however, personnel from other agencies head the various functional departments (chu). For
instance, former Fisheries Law Enforcement officers likely are in charge of both the Fisheries
Law Enforcement Office and the Fisheries Investigation Office. Likewise, former Maritime
Anti-Smuggling Police officers almost certainly lead the Anti-Smuggling Office. The regional
preparatory groups, mentioned above, also appear to have been at least partially integrated.136
Front line units—i.e., CMS zhidui, Fisheries Law Enforcement zongdui, Border Defense Coast
Guard zhidui, and Maritime Anti-Smuggling Police chu—remain intact, with little personnel
integration. They continue to operate from their old bases and facilities, which continue to be
identified by their old names in the Chinese press.137 For example, Renmin Wang, the online
affiliate of People’s Daily, reported that the new 3,000-metric-ton cutter CCG 1306 was
delivered to the CMS 1st zhidui in October 2014.138
Personnel from different services working together in the same department or on the same ship,
all nominally part of the new China Coast Guard, continue to wear their old uniforms, clearly
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indicating that no unified personnel system is in place.139 However, a recruitment campaign
launched in November 2014 indicates that the service has settled on a military-type
organizational and personnel structure based on the PAP model. That is, personnel will receive
military-type training, be subject to military rules and discipline, and have military ranks—just
like the old Border Defense Coast Guard.140 A class of new officers recruited from the 2015
college graduating class will begin their training in the summer of 2015.141
In sum, personnel from the four dragons are rubbing shoulders with each other, especially in
mid- and upper-level staff departments. But front-line forces remain largely homogenous units.
With its recruitment campaign, the China Coast Guard Bureau has taken the first steps towards
creating a unified force with a single identity. But this is the easiest part of the process. China
Coast Guard leaders will have to figure out how to take former CMS, Fisheries Law
Enforcement, Border Defense Coast Guard, and Maritime Anti-Smuggling personnel and
combine them into what will likely be a military-like organization.
3. How has coordination between operational units improved since July 2013?
Prior to the reform, each agency had its own command structure and its own command/control
system. This meant that coordination was poor and services worked at cross purposes. There is
strong evidence that when it comes to maritime rights protection, the reform, while far from
complete, has ameliorated the worst of these tendencies.
In the months immediately after the creation of the China Coast Guard, former CMS and
Fisheries Law Enforcement ships began sailing together on some high-profile missions, most
notably to the Senkaku Islands.142 This collaboration is now commonplace. For instance, in
October 2014, a three-ship China Coast Guard flotilla patrolled the territorial waters of the
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Senkaku Islands. Ships included two former CMS vessels—CCG 2337 (formerly CMS 137) and
CCG 2151 (formerly CMS 51)—and a former Fisheries Law Enforcement cutter (YZ 202, now
CCG 2102). Moreover, very soon after the creation of the China Coast Guard, CMS and
Fisheries Law Enforcement cutters began conducting joint exercises, with CMS officers in
command.143
The China Coast Guard Command Center was probably set up sometime in early 2014. In March,
the command center coordinated Coast Guard efforts to locate the lost Malaysian Airlines flight
370.144 Chinese media covering the story interviewed a PAP senior captain, Zhang Chunru, who
was the command center duty officer (zhibanzhang).145
In mid 2014, the China Coast Guard took a major step towards integrating the dragons, with very
important consequences for unified command. In July, it nullified fuel supply contracts between
individual services and the PLA Navy, replacing them with a single China Coast Guard/PLAN
agreement. 146 This gave the China Coast Guard headquarters leverage to cow obstreperous
tendencies in subordinate commands.
Authoritative sources reveal that the preparatory groups of regional China Coast Guard branches
determine the routine deployments for all of the rights protection vessels within their respective
regions. These vessels include both national- and provincial-level CMS and Fisheries Law
Enforcement ships.147 Assignments almost certainly have to be approved by senior officers at
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the China Coast Guard headquarters, probably in consultation with personnel in the Rights
Protection Patrol Office in Beijing. This ensures that the headquarters at the very least has the
pulse of rights protection operations and is able to deconflict missions.148
According to a very important Southern Weekend article published in October 2014, deployment
tasking now comes directly to each individual cutter from the China Coast Guard Bureau,
circumventing unit commanders. Orders must be acted on immediately. This, a former Fisheries
Law Enforcement officer explained, was a huge improvement over the past.149
The command center plays an important role in coordinating deployments between regions. This,
of course, was necessary from May to July 2014, when vessels from all over China were enlisted
to take place in the massive effort to defend HYSY 981. A June 2014 China Ocean News article
sheds light on the functionality of the command center at that time.150 On June 5, a shore-based
Fisheries Law Enforcement unit received a distress call from a Chinese fishing vessel operating
in the western section of the South China Sea. It transmitted that information to the command
center, which then directly contacted a ship doing unexplained “convoy” (huhang) duty in that
vicinity (perhaps as part of the defense of HYSY 981), ordering it to the scene to aid the
fishermen.
It is clear, then, that the command center has the power and ability to dictate deployments to
individual ships in front-line national-level units and has direct communications with a large
148
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number of oceangoing cutters. At the very least, it has direct communications with former CMS
ships and new ships delivered since the creation of the China Coast Guard. Given pre-existing
command-control systems in the other services, it will take some time before the command
center is able to directly communicate with individual former Fisheries Law Enforcement and
Border Defense Coast Guard ships.
It is equally evident that the command center has a certain amount of power to assign—or, at
least, request—deployments for provincial-level rights protection cutters. Even before the
integration, the respective command centers of Fisheries Law Enforcement and CMS had these
prerogatives: provincial-level CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement ships have participated in
Senkaku patrols for several years. The advantage now is that deployment tasking stems from a
single place—i.e., the command center in Beijing. Some provincial-level CMS cutters are
integrated into the national-level command-and-control architecture. For instance, CMS 8002, a
Fujian ship, has a direct connection with the CCG Command Center.151
Provincial-level forces were asked to participate in the defense of HYSY 981. For example, at
the end of June, the 500-metric-ton YZ 32501, a Jiangsu ship, completed an 80-day deployment
to protect the oil rig. Returned crewmembers were visited by the deputy director of the East
China Sea Preparatory Group, who personally thanked them for their work.152 YZ 35001, a 500metric-ton Fisheries Law Enforcement vessel from Fujian province performed similar service.
On July 17, 2014, Li Furong, then director of the East China Sea Preparatory Group, met the ship
at the pier, thanking the crew for their sacrifices and applauding their commanders for their
willingness to “comply with arrangements” (fucong anpai).153 This choice of words suggests
that control over provincial forces, at least of the Fisheries Law Enforcement forces, is not
absolute.
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Chinese leaders now have their fingers on the pulse of all rights protection operations in
Chinese-claimed waters. This is a significant improvement from the past, with important
strategic implications. However, given the lack of a unified rank structure and the lack of joint
training between units with different backgrounds, tactical-level coordination is likely quite poor.
When rights protection operations involve individual ships or small flotillas on symbolic patrols,
this matters little. But when front-line units come together to perform major operations, such as
protecting HYSY 981, evidence suggests that they do so ineffectually, as would be expected for
a service in this state of reform.154
Material Expansion of the China Coast Guard
The material capabilities of the China Coast Guard constitute the other set of factors affecting its
performance as a rights protection force. These range from shore-based support infrastructure, to
space-based communications and surveillance assets. This section will focus on oceangoing
patrol vessels, the strongest indicator of growth in the material capabilities of the service.
Oceangoing Cutters
Since its creation, the China Coast Guard has commissioned dozens of new oceangoing rights
protection (weiquan) cutters, i.e., ships displacing at least 500 metric tons that regularly perform
rights protection operations. However, these ships are almost entirely the fruits of procurement
programs initiated during the five dragon era. They include both provincial-level and nationallevel cutters. All of the latter have China Coast Guard pennant numbers and colors, while many
of the former are still painted with CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement colors and pennant
numbers, suggesting still unresolved relationship issues between the center and the provinces.
Not only is the CCG adding many new ships, it is also building much larger ships—thereby
boosting the average displacement across the fleet. Big ships, of course, have better endurance
and are better able to handle rough seas, enabling them to remain on station much longer. They
are also more capable of intimidating the state and private vessels of other disputants.
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By the end of 2014, the China Coast Guard had taken delivery of 13 vessels displacing more than
3,000 metric tons. All of these large cutters have gone to national-level units, mostly CMS
zhidui. In late 2014, Jiangnan Shipyard launched a 10,000-metric-ton China Coast Guard cutter,
the world’s largest. It will be delivered to an East China Sea unit sometime in the first half of
2015. During this same time period (July 2013-December 2014), provincial-level maritime law
enforcement units—both CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement—received 21 new ships
displacing between 1,000 and 2,000 metric tons. These ships are largely the outcome of the 36ship CMS construction plan announced in late 2010. 155
How are we to evaluate the scale of this expansion? In a 2007 study, several researchers from the
Border Defense Coast Guard conducted mathematical analysis to derive figures for the optimal
size of the Chinese MLE fleet, given rights protection and other needs.156 It is useful to compare
their projections, now eight years old, with the current size of the China Coast Guard fleet.
According to the projections, their idealized fleet would have had 19 total ships displacing in the
range of 1,500 to 3,500 tons along with 8 ships displacing more than 3,500 tons. In reality, the
China Coast Guard has received an even higher number of ships just since mid-2013. At the time
of this writing, the China Coast Guard commands at least 79 ships displacing more than 1,000
metric tons, among which at least 24 displace more than 3,000 metric tons. This comparison
shows how the current trajectory of CCG fleet growth reflects a different strategic concept than
that obtained only a few years ago. It also provides some measure of the tremendous resources
available to support the current buildup. Finally, of course, it indicates that China’s leadership
has elected to field a world-class coast guard, which will be able to “enforce” China’s rights in
all of its claimed sovereign maritime regions.
Ship armaments are another important factor to consider. Few of the new ships are armed with
deck guns—which makes sense, given that they were originally designed to join CMS units.157
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However, with the creation of the China Coast Guard and the decision to build the service into a
military force similar to the Border Defense Coast Guard, it is likely that future designs will
incorporate armaments. If this happens, it will reflect a major shift in China’s approach to use of
the white-hull fleet.
While new ships are generally not armed in the traditional sense, they are equipped with
advanced non-lethal weaponry, including water cannons and sirens. For example, CMS 7008,
which joined Zhejiang province’s CMS contingent in September 2014, has water cannons
capable of shooting jets of seawater out to 100 meters and sirens capable of producing deafening
noise.158 These platforms allow the service to intimidate and coerce foreign mariners without
leading to bloodshed that could harm China’s image.
Other Material Capabilities
Fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft sit at the heart of first-class coast guards. The USCG operates
dozens of both. They perform missions such as search and rescue, and contribute to maritime
domain awareness. However, the China Coast Guard has received very few new aircraft since it
was founded. It still primarily relies on the nine Y-12 aircraft and three helicopters operated by
CMS. Guangdong province did take delivery of a single helicopter in 2013, making it the only
provincial-level maritime law enforcement agency with an aviation asset.159 Former CMS units
operate some small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), probably with limited utility beyond the
inner seas. 160 The China Coast Guard’s lack of aviation units stands in stark contrast to its
shipbuilding efforts.
China has also taken steps to improve the ability of civilian maritime agencies to track
developments at sea by using space-, land-, and sea-based surveillance platforms. A full
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treatment of this important topic is beyond the scope of this study. However, it is still worthwhile
to point out a few recent developments. In 2008, SOA began a major program to improve
surveillance on remote islands (bianyuan dao) and their adjacent waters. This program involved
a range of technologies, including satellites, buoys, and undersea sensors. SOA began trials in
the years leading up to the reform, and these platforms are probably already providing data to the
sea services. 161 Since the creation of the China Coast Guard, SOA has made progress in
developing high-frequency surface wave radar. These systems, supported by transmitters placed
on buoys, enable detection of surface vessels hundreds of nautical miles from the coast.162 Both
of these advances have taken place within the context of long-standing intelligence-sharing
programs between maritime law enforcement forces and the PLA Navy.163
Assessment
The China Coast Guard defends and advances China’s position in its maritime disputes,
performing what Chinese officials call “safeguarding China’s maritime rights and interests.” It
was created, at least in large part, to improve Chinese maritime law enforcement’s capacity to
serve this function. Given organizational and material developments, how might we assess
progress in the ability of the China Coast Guard to perform this mission in the 18 months since
its inception?
As outlined above, the rights protection operations of the China Coast Guard range from mere
presence in disputed waters (a mission that might be termed “declaratory law enforcement”), to
actual efforts to impose Chinese law on foreign mariners (actions that may run the gamut from
preventing “illegal” use of the sea, to protecting Chinese economic and other activities in
disputed waters). To evaluate progress, we need to track improvements in the country’s capacity
to have maritime law enforcement ships at sea where and when they are needed and capable of
performing these diverse missions.
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Success, then, is primarily a function of the capacity to be present and the capacity to intimidate.
Presence is an outcome of both material capabilities—above all, numbers of ships and average
ship endurance—and organizational acumen, i.e., the ability of an agency to harness the full
potential of its available assets and personnel. To have forces present where they are needed,
they must be numerous enough and they must be well coordinated. In the 18 months since its
creation, the China Coast Guard has taken delivery of dozens of new rights protection cutters.
Particularly remarkable is the number of large-displacement ships added to its inventory.
Augmentation of both variables has led to significant improvements in the ability of the force to
be where it is needed when it is needed.164
To be sure, the China Coast Guard lacks the aviation assets and capabilities that characterize
world-class coast guards. This means that there are grave limits to its capacity to perform
important coast guard missions—search and rescue chief among them. Moreover, having longrange, fixed-wing maritime patrol craft would be useful to the rights protection mission, both for
the purposes of maritime domain awareness and to demonstrate Chinese claims to disputed
waters. However, aircraft have far less utility than surface ships in actually imposing the Chinese
legal order on claimed jurisdictional waters. Additionally, other programs—including spacebased and sea-based assets—can contribute to picture building, minimizing the detrimental
effects of a small aircraft fleet.
What about organizational factors affecting presence at sea? As described above, the
organizational integration of the China Coast Guard is very much a work in progress. Despite
noteworthy advances in 2014, the structure outlined in the Three Decisions Plan has not been
fully erected. Moreover, the China Coast Guard has not taken significant steps towards melding
the old agencies into an integrated force with a single identity. To paraphrase one SOA official,
China has made progress towards achieving a “physical integration” but has failed to achieve a
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“chemical integration.” 165 Given the short time since the establishment of the China Coast Guard
and the tremendous challenges inherent in such a reform, these conclusions are natural enough.
However, the China Coast Guard has unquestionably achieved important improvements in one
very important respect. The new system has fostered much improved coordination between
rights protection forces. The reform was supposed to synergize Chinese maritime law
enforcement—to form a fist out of formerly ineffectual fingers. This, we can say, it has done, at
least to some extent. Deployments are now far better coordinated than they were in the past. This
is largely an outcome of the creation of the China Coast Guard Command Center, working
through regional preparatory groups. Whereas in the past, CMS and Fisheries Law Enforcement
forces operated through their respective command bureaucracies, now they deploy on the basis
of a single chain of command, led by PAP officers at the Beijing headquarters. 166 These
improvements have no doubt enhanced presence at sea.
Coercive potential, the other major variable to assess China Coast Guard capabilities, has also
improved markedly, with growth in numbers and average displacement of cutters. With more
and bigger ships present at sea, foreign private and state actors will be less likely to violate the
Chinese legal order—a large, unfriendly white vessel could be nearby. Improvement in nonlethal capabilities on new ships, most notably high-performance water cannons, is another factor
contributing to enhanced coercive capacity.
Organizational matters also have direct bearing on the ability of China’s rights protection forces
to intimidate foes. The lack of a unified force of coast guardsmen operating on a common set of
law no doubt hampers rights protection efficacy. This awkward state was vividly highlighted in a
November 2014 incident involving a domestic law enforcement matter. CCG 3113 boarded a
Chinese fishing vessel operating in the South China Sea and discovered a hold full of endangered
sea turtles. The coast guard personnel had no independent authority to handle the case. All they
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Coordination of China Coast Guard units for inner seas (i.e., internally oriented) missions has not achieved
anything close to the same kind of success. The operations organized by the regional preparatory groups in fall 2014
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could do was bring the skipper back to Woody Island and have him processed by Border Defense
Force personnel.167 The slow progress of organizational reform means that forces operating in
disputed waters are not all on the same page. It means that when forces from different units
operate together, as they do in the waters near HYSY 981, they do so much less effectively than
they might. It means that law enforcement outcomes are inconsistent. It means that civil
servants—not military personnel—are still handling the vast majority of encounters with foreign
mariners. All of these factors diminish the coercive capacity of the China Coast Guard.
Although beyond the scope of this paper, we also need to at least mention the indirect role played
by the PLA Navy in China Coast Guard rights protection missions. China’s white-hulled forces
operate under the implicit and explicit protection of the Chinese navy, which performs what
Edward Luttwak calls “active and latent naval suasion.”168 Implicit in its mere existence, the
PLA Navy deters foreign decision-makers from taking forceful steps to counter the China Coast
Guard’s rights protection operations. The Chinese navy also takes more directed steps—
deploying surface combatants in the vicinity of coast guard cutters, and conducting joint PLA
Navy-China Coast Guard exercises—to explicitly signal resolve to perform its “backstop”
(houdun) function for the rights protection fleet.169
Since 2013, the PLA Navy has seen significant improvements in its capabilities, especially with
the addition of the Type 056 corvette, a light-yet-lethal ship perfectly suited for near-seas
operations. Because of this relationship, each incremental improvement in the combat
capabilities of the Chinese navy yields a proportional increase in the coercive potential of each
individual coast guard cutter, regardless of its size and capability.
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Future Prospects
The last 18 months have witnessed impressive progress in the capacity of the China Coast Guard
to maintain coercive presence in disputed waters in the East China Sea and the South China Sea.
But there remains much more to be done to synergize the forces under its control. What are the
chances that the China Coast Guard will develop into the effective rights protection force that
Chinese policymakers hope it will become?
SOA has a lot of work to do to complete the organizational integration outlined in the Three
Decisions Plan of 2013. Indeed, the hardest part is yet to come: the next steps will be to re-orient
existing facilities and close old ones; institute a unified personnel system; and train Chinese coast
guardsmen to agency-wide standards, policies, and practices. Some of these things probably
cannot take place until China totally revises and revamps its patchwork of maritime law. 170
Moreover, SOA personnel have publicly lamented the obstructionism of other ministries
involved in the reform.171
But there is reason to believe that the reform will succeed, notwithstanding the complexity and
difficulty of the project. It is now bound up with the maritime power goal, which is itself
entwined with China’s dream of national rejuvenation, both of which Xi Jinping has fully
invested in. Chinese commentators are correct when they state that China cannot be considered a
maritime power until it operates a truly advanced maritime law enforcement force. Thus, much
hinges on its success.
The current paroxysm of shipbuilding shows no signs of subsiding. Chinese commentators, some
at high levels of authority, continue to claim that China’s maritime law enforcement fleet is
inadequate to the task at hand, despite the fact that the China Coast Guard alone—i.e., excluding
the ships of the two agencies within the Ministry of Transportation—already boasts the world’s
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largest fleet. 172 U.S. Department of Defense analysts predict that Chinese maritime law
enforcement hulls will continue to see tremendous expansion over the coming years.173 Some of
these ships will replace elderly vessels from a different era, but the average age of the white fleet
is already very young. Other disputants—and states with an interest in maintaining the balance of
power in maritime East Asia—will need to reckon with this future.
Notwithstanding these advances, it is also important to highlight the tremendous scale of the
challenges that China will face in order to achieve “administrative control” over disputed waters.
Control of the sea, whether in wartime or peacetime, has always been a function of time, extent,
and degree. The sea is vast. It cannot be garrisoned. Even a very large ship must return home to
be replenished and have its crew rested or rotated. 174 Moreover, by opting not to use force,
Chinese policymakers have greatly limited the deterrence potential of their ships. Lastly, it is far
easier to disrupt the activities of other states than it is to protect Chinese efforts to use the sea.175
It took dozens of cutters to ensure the safety of HYSY 981 against assault by a handful of
Vietnamese ships—and this confrontation occurred in waters near land features that the PRC
already controls. Other disputants need to recognize the limits of China’s current model of
maritime expansion, and tailor their policies to exploit them.
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Island reclamation projects in the Spratly chain, should they yield greatly improved facilities, will make this
challenge somewhat less daunting.
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